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Drift Takes the Cake! Bands Battle at City Limits Lounge for Glory and Recording Time! 

 

By Tim Van Schmidt 

 

When Scene Magazine publisher Michael Mockler stepped up to the mike at the City Limits 

Lounge to announce the top four winners in this year’s Battle of the Bands, a tense hush came 

over the room. Even though the day-long event had left the crowd well-lubricated with great 

local music- 12 bands competing throughout the day- everybody stopped the chatter and listened. 

 

When Mockler finally announced the First Place winners- powerful regional rock band Drift- 

there was a tremendous explosion of triumphant rock and roll testosterone. The members of 

Drift, obviously thrilled to be named the number one band of the day, set to work hugging 

everybody within reach- each other, their fans and even the judges.  

 

When Mockler told the crowd that “it was close, it was really, really close” he wasn’t kidding. 

The energy on stage throughout the day was tremendous and the music was diverse. Drift won 

the 13
th

 Annual Scene Magazine Battle of the Bands with a swaggering, dead-on-the-money 

guitar rock that was both emotive and dramatic. They were chosen the winners by a panel of 

judges that included booking professionals, music writers (me, that is) and Scene staff members 

who dutifully filled out a voting form for each band, giving points for such aspects of performing 

as stage presence, originality, technical proficiency and professionalism. Each band only got a 30 

minute set to show off their stuff, so the musicians had to jam and jam quickly. Here are the top 

winners of the day: 

 

First Place- Drift. You can’t talk about Drift without first saying that vocalist T. Jones has a 

riveting stage presence. Let’s just say that when Jones is performing, it’s hard to pay attention to 

anyone else in the room. But Jones is going no where without the confidence that his bandmates 

apply to the group’s rough-edged guitar-driven rock. So Drift won the First Place nod with a 

tough, cohesive performance that dangled happily on the edge of chaos- with Jones wailing in 

the center of it all. Drift has a sound that could easily work on the big stage and in a club it is 

downright stunning. Drift won recording time at the Blasting Room. 

 

Second Place- On the Rocks. Coming up real close on Drift’s heels in Second Place was another 

band that pulled plenty of power out of rock and roll roots- On the Rocks. Fronted by singer, 

songwriter and guitarist Shawn Wright, On the Rocks plays a similar guitar-based rock as Drift 

and proved to be masters of dynamics. Wright’s gritty, gravely voice might start some of the 

songs off in a low down mood, but it usually didn’t take long for On the Rocks to build it up into 

something raging and dramatic. They had the crowd pumping their fists in the air by the end of 

their set. 

 

Third Place- Holy Moses and the High Rollers. Playing easily with rhythms and grooves, Holy 

Moses and the High Rollers took Third Place at the Battle with a jam-oriented music that toured 

the world. Within their short 30-minute set, Holy Moses explored Dead rock, Latin-based 



rhythms, reggae grooves, soul, funk and jazz. Recent transplants from Pennsylvania, Holy Moses 

is well-synched and very capable of taking the audience on an exotic ride indeed.  

 

Fourth Place- Fatty Jenkins. Fourth Place Battle winners Fatty Jenkins also included some reggae 

grooves in their set, as well as jazz-oriented jamming and Latin-flavored dance music. Fatty 

Jenkins balances the supple tenor vocals of John McKay with the strong keyboard work of Nikki 

Hershberger for a rich and positive music. 

 

Now, let’s pour on some sugar for the other bands that competed at the best Battle in years. “In 

my mind, all the bands are winners. Each one that played tonight was chosen from a much bigger 

field of talent. We try to represent a lot of different musical genres and these bands were all the 

best in their field,” Mockler explained to one of the Battle musicians during the event. 

 

Other Battle of the Band Winners (in no particular order):  

 

Patchwork Blue: This trio displayed not only a bright, precise music, but also a comfort with 

leaving their basic stage positions-  vocalist Ryan Edwards left the stage to play guitar on the 

dance floor and drummer Corey Barnes walked around his drum kit playing the cymbals. 

 

Tim Hanauer Band: Songwriter Tim Hanauer’s vocal style is smooth and easy, but the music that 

his band plays is not simple- it’s rich in rhythmic jangle, stylishly soulful inflections and cool, 

calculated dynamics. 

 

Shattered Faith: While digging into deep, loud grooves, heavy metal trio Shattered Faith also dug 

into some weighty social subjects in their lyrics. Guitarist and vocalist Eric Romero dedicated 

the day’s performance to the memory of his grandfather, who encouraged him with his music. 

 

Bob Fortuna Band: The Bob Fortuna Band had an unassuming stage presence, but created music 

that was full of jazzy precision and instant energy. The time signatures kept changing and so did 

the heavy amalgam of influences the band gathered, including some funk, soul and rock guitar 

excess. 

 

Strand: The keyboard-based sound of Strand was a refreshing change from all the guitar work at 

the Battle and the trio made the most of the moment by delivering strong, ambitious music with a 

big sound. Changing musical figures and moods at will, Strand’s music was well-textured and 

emotionally effective. 

 

All Ways Out: No representation of local music would be complete without a punk band and All 

Ways Out filled the bill. The band kept up a quick and energetic pace with direct, melodic punk 

anthems that pulled the crowd around the stage and even ignited a brief moment of moshing. 

 

Deep Pocket Three: The big jamming guitar rock of the Deep Pocket Three was fast and nimble, 

featuring the fluid yet raw guitar work of Zac Lee, who wowed the crowd with behind-the-back 

guitar antics. 

 



Lindsay O’Brien Band: The largest band of the night- seven players- also featured the only 

female lead singer of the night. The Lindsay O’Brien Band featured sassy, bluesy vocals, as well 

as lots of infectious percussion. The band also passed out shakers to the crowd so that everyone 

could join in. 

 

Sound for the evening was engineered by Stacy Adams, also a drummer with local band 

Hollowbody. (Hollowbody, by the way, hosts an open mic night at the City Limits Lounge on 

Thursdays.) 

 

This was my first trip to the City Limits Lounge, located at 320 Link Lane (inside Castillon’s), 

and I was very impressed. I remember that bar (in a much earlier incarnation) as being much 

smaller and kind of dingy. But as host for the Battle of the Bands, the City Limits served as a 

great room- long and wide enough to accommodate each band’s fans easily, while letting others 

play pool or just hang out in back. The table service was excellent and there were some great 

graphics in the men’s bathroom (no kidding). The City Limits Lounge stage seemed large 

enough to easily accommodate the bands, but left plenty of dance floor room- which was used 

frequently throughout the Battle. Some simple twirling lights added color and flash for a 

comfortable, friendly nightclub experience. 

 

So put all of that together and you have a great time! Local music continues to thrive no matter 

what the whiners in the music industry say about the state of the art. Bands like Drift, On the 

Rocks, Holy Moses and the High Rollers and Fatty Jenkins are keeping us rocking hard! 


